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Abstract (en)
[origin: WO2015133976A1] The subject of the invention is related to a system mounted on the sanitary ware product surface comprising hygienic
additive which provides a hygienic environment in the closet bowl by providing dosage adjusted flow of the hygienic additive into the closet bowl
and also related to a method for providing the hygiene of the closet bowl by this system during being washed. The system according to the invention
comprises at least one housing (1) where the hygienic liquid is put; at least one unit (2) which enables the hygienic liquid material to flow into the
toilet; a component (3) which is mounted in the lower portion of the housing (1) and ensures that the water coming from the clean water channel is
directed into the unit (2); at least one upper cover (4) which is located in a way to cover the housing where the hygienic liquid is put; at least one
hole (10) located on the upper cover and allowing the hygienic additive to be filled into the housing (1); at least one cover part (5) covering the
outer portion of the housing (1); a screw unit (6) that allows the housing (1) to be mounted onto the sanitary ware product surface; and screws (7)
allowing the mounting of the upper cover (4) of the housing (1) where the hygienic liquid material is put. The unit (2) which enables the hygienic
liquid material to flow into the toilet is made up of at least one outer body (2.1), at least one inner body (2.3) which is located inside said outer body
(2.1), at least one sealing element (2.2) located between the outer body (2.1) and the inner body (2.3), and a ball (2.4) which is located in the inner
body and is capable of moving up and down.
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